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🗒 The new IRS reporting requirements have struck a sour note within the #crypto community.
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Crypto community sings unhappy tune on ‘stupid’ IRS reporting requirement
Crypto singer Jonathan Mann described the law as draconian and wrote a song highlighting the difficulti...
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Bitcoin ETF related speculation on social media has gone into overdrive, with some thinking an approval
could come as soon as Jan.5 following a tweet from  Grayscale’s legal chief that he was “just filling out
some forms.”
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‘Rumor mill’ goes into overdrive for a spot Bitcoin ETF approval tomorrow
Rumors are swirling on social media that spot Bitcoin ETFs could be approved on Friday, though some a...
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Tuttle Capital Management has filed for six proposed leveraged and inverse Bitcoin ETFs as part of a push
to offer "magnified" returns from a potential spot Bitcoin ETF.
... See more
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Tuttle Capital proposes 6 ETFs that ‘magnify’ spot Bitcoin ETF performance
ETF issuer Tuttle Capital has filed for six leveraged and inverse Bitcoin ETF applications to the SEC.
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The governance token of the Ethereum Name Service pumped 70% on Jan. 3 after Ethereum co-founder
Vitalik Buterin lauded the platform as "super important." 
... See more
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ENS token surges 70% as Vitalik Buterin lauds platform as ‘super important’
The price of the ENS token has jumped to levels not seen since April 2023 after an X post from Ethereum ...
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Bitcoin mining firm Cipher Mining has snapped up 16,700 new Avalon A1466 miners ahead of the Bitcoin
halving. Cipher said the move will bring the firm's mining capacity up to 8.4 EH/s in Q2. 
... See more
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Cipher Mining buys 16,700 new miners ahead of Bitcoin halving
Bitcoin miner Cipher Mining has purchased 16,700 Avalon miners, which will be delivered to its Bear and ...
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Ethereum’s sudden plunge to $2K raises questions about ETH’s bullish trend. Is the momentum fading, or is
there a silver lining in derivatives data?
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Does Ethereum’s flash crash to $2K mean ETH’s bullish momentum is gone?
Ethereum derivatives are in a much healthier place after the ETH futures market faced $100 million in lev...
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China’s state-run Legal Daily calls for a crackdown on cryptocurrencies, labeling them as channels for
corruption.
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China state daily calls crypto 'corruption channel', urges crackdown
The Chinese Communist Party publication Legal Daily has run an article calling for more measures again...
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Fidelity’s Wise Origin Bitcoin Fund takes a significant leap, with Cboe approving the registration of its
shares ahead of a potential SEC nod.
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Cboe approves registration for listing Fidelity spot Bitcoin ETF — no SEC approval yet
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission is expected to decide on approval for a spot Bitcoin ETF b...
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Venture capital continues to flow into blockchain space, with Lolli, NodeKit, and Cumulus Encrypted Storage
System securing funding.
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VC roundup: blockchain storage, rollups, and Bitcoin rewards draw investors
Lolli, NodeKit, and Cumulus Encrypted Storage System are among the latest startups to receive venture c...
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Crypto malware could be lurking in your digital transactions. Learn to identify it.
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What is crypto malware, and how to detect it?
Crypto malware refers to malicious software that is designed to exploit computing resources for the purp...
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